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Broadcasts have also allowed the real story of the race to come through. Cam views
from the NASCAR garage are a great example of how the races can get lost in the
hype. We have seen cars come out of the garage, and then the whole pit road looks
like a wreck. Then, you see a bunch of guys walking around, and the driver is
nowhere to be found. We then see the driver running down pit road, coming to a
final stop, then getting into the car. We know it was great racing from a personal
perspective, but we never see the full story. We have all heard the stories of the
driver who won, but we never know how bad the day was for the other driver. This
is one of the reasons we enjoy watching the pre-race shows. They bring the stories
out in full context of what just happened during the race. In addition to this, we
have all heard the stories about cars coming to a final stop right in front of the
Victory Lane, and we don't know the outcome of the race when the winners are
announced. So, if you are a NASCAR fan, you have to understand the big picture of
what makes a race a full race. Look at the driver, not just at the car. Look at his
strategy, not just what he is saying. Look at the team, not just what his driver is
doing. And theyre still involved in the bi-weekly payback games that are turning the
page on the season with a new event every race. But lately its become tougher and
tougher for some of the top teams to keep clean and get by in the starting gate,
putting NASCAR Racing 2003 Season on the verge of full price for the first time.
Dradleys Millions Heres the back story on the race: Brad Kesvlin is in the home
stretch and racing toward an average finish of 7.2 in the rugged Truck Series. The
NASCAR Kasey Kahne Racing owner can feel the big orange-and-black cup dangling
in his front row seat. Kesvlin (with a team full of old boys and few new faces) has as
much of a shot to win the 36-car race as anyone, maybe more.
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